
 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

Over the next few weeks you will see an increasing about of building work occurring around our school. 

 

To ensure we keep students safe, we have been working with EMCO to identify student entry points 

around the school that avoid the building project and direct them away from the heavy machinery.  

 

To help spread the flow of students into the school, we have provided a map of the school site with entry 

points marked.  

 

It is expected that the Kiss and Drive gates will be locked at the end of next week. From Week 6 

onwards these gates plus the front lawn area will be handed completely over to EMCO.  

 

When this happens students who are dropped off at the Kiss and Drive will be asked to use the oval 

gates to enter the school so that we balance out student movement across the various gates. Parents 

who use this space will be excited to know that as a part of our upgrades we will be getting a bigger Kiss 

and Drive built. In the meantime EMCO will be building a temporary Kiss and Drive to help reduce the 

impact of the building project which is expected to be opened by the end of the term.  

 

We are predicting that as the build moves around the school, we will need to change the student access 

points at various times. We understand that this will cause some level of frustration but we ask everyone 

in our school community to focus on the incredible new building we will have towards the end of 2023.  

 

All of the architect's concept draws (which we will share soon) highlights our new space will be well 

worth the short-term inconveniences.  

 

We thank everyone for their ongoing support and commitment to the school.  

 

 

 

Kelly Summers 

Principal 
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